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The limit-point and limit-circle

classification of the Sturm-Liouville

operator (py)' + qy

Ian Walker Knowles

The formal Sturm-Liouville operator

' + q{t)y{t)

defined on the real interval I can he classified according to the

behaviour of the solutions of xy = 0 at the end-points of I . In

particular, we say that T is of limit-circle type at the end-point b of

I if and only if every such solution is square integrable over some

neighbourhood of b , and of limit-point type at b if this is not the

case. The aim of this thesis is to present a detailed account of this

topic.

In chapter one we gather some background information on the various

differential operators which can be formed from T by defining a suitable

domain on which T may act; included here is the relation between the

deficiency indices of T , self-adjointness, and limit-point type. The

second and third chapters, which deal with the number of zeros of solutions

of TJ/ = 0 , form the basis of much of the new work presented in chapter

four.

Chapter four itself is devoted to assembling all of the known

conditions on p, q which are sufficient for T to be of limit-point type

at °° . The overriding aim in this section is to reduce the many

diverse criteria which have been discovered over the years, to a few very

powerful ones, from which the rest can then be derived; included here are
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generalizations of the well-known c r i t e r i a of Brinck [ ' ] , Dunford and

Schwartz [Z], p . ll+10, Hartman [3], Ismagilov [4] , and Sears [5 ] . For the

sake of completeness, a l l of the available l imi t -c i rc le resul ts have also

been included.

The thesis concludes with a comparison of the effectiveness of several

c r i t e r i a , and some in teres t ing applications of the theory.
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